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No. IX

April

Last Month’s Meeting

Refrigeration

77th Volume

Student Night

15

April’s meeting is our annual student night. Please join us
virtually from 3:30-5:00 PM on the 15th as we hear Rice
University share how they’re progressing with their new
student chapter. We’ll also have presentations from two
Texas A&M Student Chapter teams over their projects,
and award scholarships. This meeting is free for all members. Click here to register.

HOUSTON ASHRAE
ANNUAL SPRING GOLF

TOURNAMENT

5.4.2021

Click here to for more info

With COVID-19 simultaneously hindering fundraising events and increasing the need for research on how it impacts our industry, ASHRAE
needs you now more than ever. Help ASHRAE
fund research projects that help meet the challenges of today and tomorrow. Every donation,
no matter how small, makes an impact.

Click Here to Donate

On March 30th,
Maddy
Vanlandingham
held a
presentation on
her Girl Scouts
Gold Award
project, which
focused on Air
Quality in
Houston.
Missed it? Check it out here!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello Chapter Members.
Hope everyone has got their taxes done. Past
President Night was Tuesday, March 23rd and we had
a great time, it was good to see some of the Past
Presidents for our Chapter and enjoyed some good
entertainment from a magician. YEA also had a good
get together and Women in ASHRAE had a pretty
good attendance at their event.
You only have a couple weeks left to get company listings to Steve Fritsche, directory chair, as he
compiles the ASHRAE Houston Annual Product & Services directory. He can be reached at directory@ashraehouston.org Please make sure to contact
him if you do not want your info published in the
member roster!
I hope to see many of you at the ASHRAE Region
8 CRC via GoToMeeting this month and all the volunteer can get their training as well as some
awards.
Mark your calendars for
the Summer
ASHRAE conference on June 28th through the 30th.
ASHRAE has moved into the new HQ in Peach
Tree Corner and should have the PV panels on soon
in order to be Zero Net. Learn more about the new
ASHRAE HQ here.
Don’t forget all the ASHRAE certifications available to members and please renew your membership. The ASHRAE TechHour this month is also on
Commissioning and looks like a good topic and
speaker. Our Spring Golf tournament is also nearing
and Garrett is putting on the final touches for us to do
this on May 4th so get your teams together and May
the Force be with you on the course . We need lots
of participation to help raise RP funds for

ASHRAE. April will be our Student Appreciation meeting and our A&M teams to present their ASHRAE competition projects at the meeting as well as Francis will
be announcing the scholarship winners. The officer
selection committee has made their recommendations to the BoG and the new 2021-2022 officers will
be sworn in at the May meeting to take office on July
1st.
Sincerely,

Greg Tinkler
Houston ASHRAE President
2020-2021
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Rice University has a new ASHRAE
student chapter, and they will be
speaking on the progress that they
have made since their establishment.

Texas A&M University Student Chapter will feature two teams to present
on their annual projects.

STUDENT NIGHT
Please join us as we catch up on the
activities of our student chapters. This is
such a critical part of what we do, and
I hope everyone will find time in their
schedules to join us to hear more about
our future leaders! This is going to be a
great evening. We will learn about our
student chapters and the reach
ASHRAE Houston has locally with our
institutions of higher education. Rice
University will share how they are progressing with their new student chapter. Two (2) Texas A&M student chapter
teams will co-present on their recent
projects, and course we
will announce the recipients of this
year's Houston ASHRAE scholarships!

APRIL 15TH, 2021
$0– ADVANCED REGISTRATION
$0– AFTER SEPTEMBER 10TH
$0– ALL NON-MEMBERS
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
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This year to celebrate those who have held our chapter’s highest
position, we had top flight entertainment by a Magician and just
had some good ol fashion fun with the other members. The meeting was held via Zoom for COVID safety precautions.
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WIA
Did you know ... ?

CATHERINE TINKLER

•

"1 in 4 women are thinking about downshifting their careers or leaving the
workforce."

•

"1 in 3 mothers may be forced to scale back or opt out."

•

"Women, especially women of color, have been more likely to have been laid off
or furloughed."

Statics from McKinsey & Company with LeanIn.org's Women in the Workplace 2020 study.
Download the full report here.
What can you do to encourage and support women in your company? What can women
do to not just survive, but to advance their careers in a difficult business environment?
As Women in ASHRAE look forward to the rest of 2021, we are always appreciative of the support
we receive from our fellow ASHRAE members. Thank you to those who attended our recent "ABCs
for Women in the Workplace: Adapt, Blossom, Claim". The roundtable discussion was recorded
and is available to you on Basecamp.
We are planning one more networking happy hour before the end of this year and will send out details
soon!
Those with program suggestions are welcome to reach out to Catherine or Lauren at:
ctinkler@cannondesign.com

|

lauren.ramos@hendersonengineers.com

LAUREN RAMOS
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REFRIGERATION
CO2/NH3 CASCADE INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
SUBMITTED BY MANUCHEHR MEHDIZADEH, REFRIGERATION CHAIR

While striving to support cost effective (both initial & operating) and energy
efficient ecofriendly green refrigeration
systems, it is time we adopt the attitude
of Can-Do credo by switching from traditional two-stage compound ammonia
refrigeration system to hyper cascade
system. This system has already attained
popularity in North America and widely
accepted in EU countries. This system is
considered the natural refrigerant system
for large scale (high product tonnage)
refrigeration projects and process refrigeration applications in the industrial refrigeration community. The cascade refrigeration system are recommended for use
where storage temp requirements are
perhaps at -4F (-20C) and where many
chilling/freezing rooms as well as blast
freezing applications are incorporated.
A. Safeguarding Perishable Foodstuff
Problem of storage of food items are
not simple, for a whole series of biological
factors prior to application of chosen
techniques, which may influence occurring losses during storage procedures,
conditioning and treatments as well as
during distribution.
Besides, the fundamental problem of
feeding the growing population of the
world cannot be solved unless the efforts
to increase production of food items with
improved logistics accompanied by efforts tending to reduce, if not eliminate,
the losses which otherwise are considerable due to lack of logistics and/ or subsequent processing.
B. Natural Refrigerants (R744 & R717)
Before we discuss the cascade system further, it is best that we first understand the characteristics and advantages of the two natural refrigerants

both of which are readily available glob- Key advantage of NH3:
ally. A preliminary insight on basic prop• Adhere to Protocol of Montreal and
erties of CO2 (R744) is introduced herein.
Kyoto
Compared with other refrigerants
• Unique eco status at ODP= 0 and
commonly used in refrigeration industry,
GWP=0
carbon dioxide (CO2) has a very low critical temperature of 31.05 C (73.8 ba), so • Superior thermodynamics properties
that heat discharge into the ambient atmosphere above this temperature is im- • Toxic but high alarm warning effect
possible through condensation as is the • Available worldwide and reasonably
case in unusual vapor compression cypriced
cle; CO2 can only be used in this cycle
when the heat discharge temperature is • Commonly applied in industrial refrigeration for over 100 years
lower than the critical temperature. For
heat rejection at supercritical pressure, C. CO2 Cascade vs. 2-Stage (traditional)
the refrigerant can only be cooled in a NH3 Compound System
gaseous state without being condensed.
The cascade system operate with
This cycle is known as “Transcritcal cycle”.
In reality CO2 was used as a refrigerant in CO2 on the low temperature side, and
the mid-19thCentury, reaching its peak in ammonia on the high temperature side.
the 1920s, declining when CFC refrigerant In this manner ammonia charge is confined to the plant room. A heat exchangwas introduced in the market.
er where the heat of condensation of
Key advantages of CO2:
CO2 is removed with evaporation, NH3
connects both stages of the cascade.
• Low risk hazard for our planet earth
This CO2/NH3 cascade refrigerating
• Ozone depletion Potential (ODP) is
system
was first introduced by the giant
Zero
Nestle’ food conglomerate who, per their
• Global Warming Potential (GWP) is 1 business policy of promoting natural re• Adhere to Protocol of Montreal and frigerants on their refrigeration systems,
during 2001 built the largest system yet
Kyoto
incorporating the industrial refrigeration
• Superior thermodynamics properties
cascade systems. Before proceeding to
further analyze the cascade system,
• High volumetric refrigerating capacity
basic features of the two types of Refrig• Approx. 30% cheaper than ammonia erating Systems are briefly discussed
herein:
• Maintains texture and nutritious value
on product to be frozen by minimize D. Types of Refrigerating Systems:
the freezing time. Also, it is nonA Refrigerating system of more than
flammable,
non-toxic,
odorless,
one stage of compression is defined as a
hence can be used in direct contact
multi-stage system. The first stage comwith food products.
pressor, often termed as “Booster,” the
two specific… continue reading here.
• Renaissance of natural refrigerant
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ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force Releases Updated Airborne
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ATLANTA (April 5, 2021) – The ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force released an updated, unequivocal
statement on the airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in buildings.
ASHRAE has released the following statement:
"Airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is significant and should be controlled.
Changes to building operations, including the operation of heating, ventilating,
and air-conditioning systems, can reduce airborne exposures."
It replaces the April 2020 statement that said airborne transmission was "sufficiently likely" that
airborne precautions should be taken. At that time both, the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the Centers for Diseases Control (CDC), contended that transmission of SARSCoV2 was by droplet and fomite modes, not airborne. Subsequently, both have acknowledged the risk of airborne transmission indoors.

KENNETH SHIFFLETT

"This may seem like a small step, but we feel it is important to leave no doubt about our position, given the muted support for ventilation and filtration as important tools in the effort to
stop the pandemic, from some organizations that should be leading more strongly," said William P. Bahnfleth, Ph.D., P.E., ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force chair.
The ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force has been developing and disseminating guidance for the
control of airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 since its formation in March 2020.
"ASHRAE volunteers have played a huge role in evaluating evidence and developing detailed guidance to improve indoor environmental quality," said Bahnfleth. "The public, globally, is benefitting from the volunteer efforts of some of the most knowledgeable scientists and
engineers in our field and this updated guidance is proof of it."
To view the complete airborne transmission statement and other COVID-19 resources, visit
ashrae.org/COVID-19. Questions specific to Epidemic Task Force guidance can be emailed
to covid-19@ashrae.org.

KEITH REIHL
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ROSTER
Position

Full Name

Phone

Email

Chapter President
Chapter President Elect
Chapter Vice President
Chapter Treasurer
Chapter Secretary
Chapter Board of Governors
Chapter Board of Governors
Chapter Board of Governors
Chapter Board of Governors
Chapter Board of Governors
Chapter Attendance Committee
Chapter Delegate
Chapter Alternate
Chapter Technology Transfer Chair
Chapter Commissioning Chair
Chapter Grassroots Government Advocacy Chair
Chapter Historian
Chapter Honors and Awards
Chapter Membership Promotion Chair
Chapter Membership Promotion Co-Chair
Chapter Membership Promotion Committee Member
Chapter Membership Promotion Committee Member
Chapter Membership Promotion Committee Member
PAOE Chair
Chapter Refrigeration
Chapter Research Promotion Chair
Chapter Research Promotion Co-Chair
Chapter Electronic Communications Chair
Chapter K-12 STEM
Chapter Student Activities Chair
Chapter Student Activities Co-Chair
Chapter Sustainability Chair
Chapter Women in ASHRAE Chair
Chapter Women in ASHRAE Co-Chair
Chapter YEA Co-Chair

Mr Greg Tinkler
Mr Josh Vanlandingham, PE
Mr John G Neubauer, PE
Mr Mike Green, PE
Mr. Ayman Ashkar
Mr Kurt McCulloch
Mr Bruce L Flaniken, PE
Mr Robert (Alan) Neely
Mr Michael Langton, PE
Mr Keith H Reihl, PE
Ms Christy Troutman
Mr Joshua J Vanlandingham
Mr John G Neubauer
Mr Joshua J Vanlandingham
Mr David A MacLean
Mr Keith H Reihl, PE
Mr Bruce L Flaniken, PE
Mr Robert (Alan) Neely
Mr Jeffrey B Hunter
Mrs Shannon Tawney Yancey
Mr Tim Navarro
Miss Michelle K Baten
Miss Thanh Huynh
Mr David A Williams
Mr Manuchehr Mehdizadeh
Mr John G Neubauer
Mr John W Walik
Miss Teresa H. Norton
Mr Terence P Connor
Mr Jiajun "Francis" Liao
Mr Elmer Whitehead
Mr Kapil Upadhyaya
Miss Lauren Ramos
Catherine A Tinkler
Ms Marisa Rae Kamstra

(281) 450-3399
(713) 515-3726
(713) 871-8484
(713) 626-7155
(713) 914-0888
(713)898-2874
(832)473-1989
(281)432-9864
(832)867-7149
(713)459-1044
(713) 658-2211
(713) 515-3726
(713) 871-8484
(713) 515-3726
(713)857-6499
(713)459-1044
(832)473-1989
(281)432-9864
(713)939-6098
(281)728-1624
(281)253-5028
(832)374-6845
(814)528-4147
(713)208-8986
(832) 660-5450
(713) 871-8484
(713) 668-8880
(210) 687-9541
(914)563-1678
(346) 339-7173
(713) 348-6369
(713)426-7508
(713)783-7707
(713)203-9267

gtinkler@pagethink.com
jjvanham@gmail.com
gneubauer@pagethink.com
mjgreen@dominioninterests.com
aashkar@dbrinc.com
kmcculloch@convergentz.com
BLFlaniken@houstonmethodist.org
alan.neely@owenscorning.com
mlangton@langtonenergy.com
reihl@swbell.net
ctroutman@pagethink.com
jjvanham@gmail.com
gneubauer@pagethink.com
jjvanham@gmail.com
david.maclean@mcmaccx.net
reihl@swbell.net
BLFlaniken@houstonmethodist.org
alan.neely@owenscorning.com
jeffrey.hunter@carrier.utc.com
syancey@grundfos.com
Tim.Navarro@Carrier.UTC.com
michelle.k.baten@carrier.utc.com
thanh.huynh@jacobs.com
d12161950@yahoo.com
mmz@roxara.com
gneubauer@pagethink.com
jwalik@hdgrant.com
teresa.hy.norton@gmail.com
terencepconnor@yahoo.com
jliao@ssr-inc.com
ew16@rice.edu
upadhyaykapil@gmail.com
lramos4321@hotmail.com
ctinkler27@gmail.com
marisa.kamstra@wsp.com

Chapter YEA Co-Chair
Chapter Newsletter Editor

Mr Nick Jansen
Ms Julie A Thomet

(832)342-9276
9365230556

nick.jansen@texasairsystems.com
juliethomet@gmail.com

Chapter Webmaster

Miss Teresa H. Norton

(210) 687-9541

teresa.hy.norton@gmail.com

